Five Old Men Scalp Aides By 35 to 19

Game Played in Old Gym For New Activities Blgld.

By ROBERT WORRICK

In a judo-like karate battle, five former members of the John Daniel's Scalp Aides协会, a group of older men, defeated a squad of younger students in a game played in the gym Wednesday afternoon. The meeting was called to order by Mr. John Daniel, president of the Scalp Aides, who said the purpose of the gathering was to determine the fate of the Scalp Aides.

Mr. Daniel then addressed the meeting and said that the Scalp Aides had been formed in 1935 and that it was the oldest group on campus. He also said that the Scalp Aides had been in existence for over 40 years and that they were proud of their tradition.

The meeting was called to order and the Scalp Aides were asked to present their case. They said that the Scalp Aides had been in existence for over 40 years and that they were proud of their tradition. They also said that they had been a part of the university and its community for many years.

The Scalp Aides were then asked to present their case. They said that the Scalp Aides had been in existence for over 40 years and that they were proud of their tradition. They also said that they had been a part of the university and its community for many years.

The meeting was then adjourned and the Scalp Aides were asked to present their case. They said that the Scalp Aides had been in existence for over 40 years and that they were proud of their tradition. They also said that they had been a part of the university and its community for many years.

The Scalp Aides were then asked to present their case. They said that the Scalp Aides had been in existence for over 40 years and that they were proud of their tradition. They also said that they had been a part of the university and its community for many years.

The meeting was then adjourned and the Scalp Aides were asked to present their case. They said that the Scalp Aides had been in existence for over 40 years and that they were proud of their tradition. They also said that they had been a part of the university and its community for many years.
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hopes toiled of a large and small "not to be missed." Mary is the genus of the species, and the two full-page photos were entitled "Old Men" and "Mary of Scotland." A new salary list was issued by the University last week, and those who have not reported to the office may be contacted by phone. The list includes the salaries for the positions of Professor, Assistant Professor, and Instructor.
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In This Corner

By George Hie 

WWE LOS ANGELES WS ARMS "The Rock" VS. "Stone Cold" STEVE AUSTIN

The match is over! The Rock emerges victorious, having destroyed Steve Austin with a series of devastating moves. The crowd is electrified by the intense action.

SCENE CHANGES—INTRAMURALS

One of the most exciting sports, division in school is the Intramural Department, which always guarantees to be the most popular with all students in various athletic programs. This year, the Intramural Department has organized some brand new teams, and some old favorites.

Plowed Defeats Thorns—First Three in Penn

Plow Diseases—For their 600 minutes and four

3 Northern Foes

Beaten By Fencers

The Northern Foes, who entered the

4 Football Team Is Seen Possible At Williams And Mary

The scene changes—In the spring

Intramurals Take Spotlight

The Intramural Director Lists Four Activities—Handball, Volleyball, Swimming, Ping Pong

On Weeks Sport Calendar

Field To Track Fifty Five Events

The sports intramural championship, which started last week, is now gaining momentum with an all-time high of sixty-five participants.

100 yards dash, 40 yards dash, Dive, 4

1500 Miles

Inman Directs Track And Field

Inman Directs Track And Field

1. Princeton — 400

2. Sigma Pi — 305

3. 106

The track team is now beginning to

The aims and purposes of the Intramural Department is to extend to the men, in this meet, are not ath-

The men of the Intramural Department are

The aims and purposes of the Intramural Department is to extend to the men, in this meet, are not ath-

The men of the Intramural Department are

Bill Fisher was chosen as the Outstanding Athlete of the Meet.

Diamond Hopefuls

To Start Practice Around March

The basketball team is ready to get into the swing of things and will begin practice around March.

Coaches are available to guide the players and help them improve their skills.

Development Hinges On Student Interest," Declares Vories In Recent Statement

There has been a recent upsurge around the campus of the possibility of a football team being formed at the school, and when the football team reports they will be expected to have a solid program.

Crawford 2nd At Armory Meet

The Crawford 2nd had a successful meet at the Armory Meet.

Pi Phi Defeats Thors—First Three in Penn

The Pi Phi team defeated the Thors, coming first in the first three Penn meets.

Pendleton Sisters

The Pendleton sisters are now beginning to

The Pendleton sisters are now beginning to

There is no official team for the girls' basketball team, but they are working on forming one.

Manhattanville Wins 25-11 Over Girl Cagers

The girls' basketball team was defeated by Manhattanville, losing 25-11.

The girls' basketball team was defeated by Manhattanville, losing 25-11.

The girls' basketball team was defeated by Manhattanville, losing 25-11.
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INQUIRING REPORTER

This week we’re going to look at the student clubs that have been set up on our campus over the past few years. Among these clubs, there is a wide range of groups that cater to different interests, from academic to artistic, sports to social. The diversity of these clubs reflects the wide range of interests and passions that our student body has.

Our focus today is on the Student Government. The Student Government is a crucial part of our campus, as it represents the students and helps to shape the policies and decisions that affect us daily. It’s important to understand how it operates and the role it plays in our community.

It’s also worth noting that the Student Government has faced some challenges in recent years, particularly in terms of communication and transparency. Despite these challenges, efforts are being made to improve the situation and ensure that the Student Government remains a strong and effective voice for our student community.

One of the main challenges facing the Student Government is the lack of communication with students. Many students feel that they are not well-informed about the work of the Student Government and the decisions that it makes. This lack of communication can lead to a sense of disconnect and disillusionment.

Another challenge is related to the transparency of the Student Government’s decision-making process. Some students feel that the process is not open enough and that important decisions are not made in an open and transparent manner.

Despite these challenges, the Student Government continues to work hard to represent the needs and interests of our student community. It’s important for students to stay engaged and to be involved in the work of the Student Government, as this is the best way to ensure that their voices are heard.

It’s worth noting that the Student Government is also facing some financial challenges. The budget for the Student Government has been reduced in recent years, which has made it more difficult to fund important projects and initiatives.

Overall, the Student Government continues to play an important role in our student community. It’s important for students to stay engaged and to support the work of the Student Government in order to ensure that it remains a strong and effective voice for our student community.
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... and she was an outstanding player.

Great Britte Lubkenauer, who is one of the best all-around athletes in the country. This is the second time she has been named to the all-American team. 

Gover was also a great and solid income. Gover won six times, lost one. Gover won seven times, lost two. Gover won six times, lost two. Gover won ten times, lost one. Gover won seven times, lost one.

**Girl's Lacrosse May Be Varsity Next Year**

As yet the Women's Lacrosse team has not become a reality at William and Mary, but Coach Yancy and Mary H. M. are making plans to begin training. It is expected that Mrs. McLendon, who lived in New York City, will be the first of the Women's team to compete in the Nation-...
Donald Hickey.

The regular installation of new members and the annual formal installation of the officers of the organization were held on Thursday, February 13th.

NEW YORK — At the Installation meeting of the William and Mary chapter of the National Education Association, on February 13th, the following new members were initiated: Earl Chesson, David Anthony, and Lee Smith.

The chapter held its annual banquet on March 17th, at the Annual Hotel, Richmond. Helen Black and Charles Hall were honored as the principal speakers. The chapter also held a joint meeting with the chapter of the University of Virginia, at the University Hotel, on March 18th.

Fraternity members through the day, make it delicious and refreshing. Let Us Help Select and Finance Your Future Home.

CARNIVAL & SONS
SALES - LOANS - MENTALS

CHESTERFIELD

Pull the red tab — take out a Chesterfield and enjoy the cigarette that SATISFIES.

To-day and always.